We describe a vision-based algorithm that enables a robot to robustly detect specific objects in a scene following an initial segmentation hint from a human user. 
Introduction
Increasingly, robots are seen not only as machines used in isolation for factory automation, but as aides that facilitate humans through a range of daily activities. Whether an autonomous wheelchair that augments the facilities of disabled patients, a robotic forklift that manipulates and transports cargo under the direction of a human supervisor, or a humanoid that assists astronauts in dexterous manipulation, robots need to exhibit situational awareness. Robots must be able to formulate spatially extended, temporally persistent models of their surroundings if they are to serve as effective partners.
This paper describes a vision-based algorithm that enables robots to automatically model the adaptive appearance of a priori unknown objects in their surround based upon a single user-provided segmentation cue. The robot can then call upon these models to reacquire the objects after extended excursions in both space and time. As we describe, this situational awareness capability enables more effective interaction between robots and humans, allowing humans to efficiently convey object-and task-level information to the robot. The challenge is to achieve the level of recall that is necessary to reacquire objects under conditions typical of unprepared, dynamic environments. In order to reliably detect objects with minimal effort on the part of the user, the algorithm automatically builds and maintains a model that offers robustness to the effects of clutter, occlusions, and variations in illumination and viewpoint.
More specifically, we present a one-shot learning algorithm that automatically maintains an adaptive visual appearance model for each user-indicated object in the environment, enabling object recognition from a usefully wide range of viewpoints. The user provides a manual segmentation of an object by circling it in an image from a camera mounted on the robot. The primary novelty of our method lies in the automatic generation of multipleview, feature-based object models that capture variations in appearance that result from changes in scale, viewpoint, and illumination. This automatic and opportunistic modeling of an object's appearance enables the robot to recognize the presence of the object in an image and thereby reconstitute the user's segmentation hints and task information, even for viewpoints that are spatially and temporally distant from those of the original gesture. As we show, this ability allows for more effective, scalable command capabilities. We describe a scenario in which the user gives a mobile manipulator a guided tour of objects in an outdoor environment and, at a later time, directs the robot to reacquire and manipulate these objects by speaking their name.
Our work is motivated by the development of a mobile manipulation platform that is designed to manipulate and transport objects in an unprepared, outdoor environment under minimal direction from a human supervisor . As a demonstration of the effectiveness of the algorithm in this scenario, we present an analysis of the performance of the reacquisition algorithm under a variety of conditions typical of outdoor operation including lighting and viewpoint variations, scene clutter, and unobserved object relocation. We describe conditions for which the method is well-suited as well as those for which it fails. In light of these limitations, we conclude with a discussion on directions for future work.
Related work
An extensive body of literature on visual object recognition has been developed over the past decade, with much of the recent work focusing on methods that are robust to challenges such as illumination and viewpoint variation, scene clutter, and partial occlusion. Generalized algorithms are typically trained to identify abstract object categories and delineate instances in new images using a set of exemplars that span the most common dimensions of variation, including 3D pose, illumination, and background clutter. Training samples are further diversified by variations in the instances themselves, such as shape, size, articulation, and color. The current state of the art involves learning relationships among constituent object parts represented using view-invariant descriptors. The notable work in this area includes that of Savarese and Fei-Fei (2007) , Hoiem et al. (2007) , and Liebelt et al. (2008) . Rather than recognition of generic categories, however, the goal of our work is the reacquisition of specific previously observed objects. We therefore still require invariance to camera pose and lighting variations, but not to intrinsic within-class variability. Lowe (2001) introduces the notion of collecting multiple image views to represent a single 3D object, relying on scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature correspondences to recognize new views and to decide when the model should be augmented. Gordon and Lowe (2006) describe a more structured technique for object matching and pose estimation that uses bundle adjustment to explicitly build a 3D model from multiple uncalibrated views. They also utilize SIFT correspondences for recognition but further estimate the relative camera pose via RANSAC (random sample consensus) and LevenbergMarquardt optimization. Collet et al. (2009) extend this work by incorporating mean-shift clustering to facilitate registration of multiple instances during recognition. They demonstrate high precision and recall with accurate pose estimation in cluttered scenes amid partial occlusions, changes in view distance and rotation, and varying illumination. As with our work, their approach is motivated by the importance of object recognition for robotic manipulation. While similar in this respect, Collet et al.'s work along with the other techniques differ fundamentally from ours in their reliance upon an extensive initial training phase. During this step, these methods build object representations offline in a 'brute-force' manner by explicitly acquiring views from a broad range of different aspects. In contrast, we describe a one-shot learning algorithm that opportunistically builds object models online while the robot operates.
With respect to the goal of detecting the presence of specific objects within a series of images, our work has similar objectives to that of visual tracking. In visual tracking, an object is manually designated or automatically detected based on appearance or motion characteristics, and its state is subsequently tracked over time using visual and kinematic cues (Yilmaz et al. 2006) . General tracking approaches assume small temporal separation with limited occlusions or visibility loss, and therefore slow visual variation, between consecutive observations (Comaniciu et al. 2003) . These trackers tend to perform well over short time periods but are prone to failure when an object's appearance changes or it disappears from the camera's field of view. To address these limitations, 'tracking-by-detection' algorithms adaptively model variations in appearance online based upon positive detections (Lim et al. 2004; Collins et al. 2005 ) that differentiate the object from the background. These self-learning methods extend the duration for which an object can be tracked, but they tend to 'drift' as they adapt to incorporate the appearance of occluding objects or the background when the object disappears from view. Grabner et al. (2008) alleviated the drifting that stems from using labeled self-predictions for training by proposing a semi-supervised approach that incorporates a trained prior with a model trained online based upon unlabeled samples. Kalal et al. (2010) similarly utilized unlabeled examples as part of the online training, but propose the additional use of structure that exists between these examples to improve the track-by-detect accuracy. Alternatively, Babenko et al. (2009) described a solution that utilizes multiple-instance learning rather than fixed positively or negatively labeled examples for online training. Like similar approaches, these algorithms improve robustness and thereby allow an object to be tracked over longer periods of time despite partial occlusions and frame cuts. However, they are still limited to relatively short, contiguous video sequences. Although we use video sequences as input, our approach does not rely on a temporal sequence and is therefore not truly an object 'tracker'; instead, its goal is to identify designated objects over potentially disparate views.
More closely related to our reacquisition strategy is the recent work by Kalal et al. (2009) that combines an adaptive tracker with an online detector in an effort to improve robustness to appearance variation and frame cuts. Given a single user-provided segmentation of each object, their Tracking-Modeling-Detection algorithm utilizes the output of a short-term tracker to maintain a model of each object that consists of suitable image patch features. Meanwhile, they employ this model to learn an online detector that provides an alternative hypothesis for an object's position, which is used to detect and reinitialize tracking failures. The algorithm maintains each model through a growing phase in which tracked features that are deemed appropriate are added and a pruning phase that removes features based upon the output of the detector. Growing the model allows the algorithm to adapt to appearance variations while the pruning step alleviates the effects of drift. While we do not rely upon a tracker, we take a similar approach of learning an object detector based upon a single supervised example by building an image-space appearance model online. Unlike Kalal et al.'s solution, however, we impose geometric constraints to validate additions to the model, which reduces the need to prune the model of erroneous appearance representations.
It is worth noting research in object category recognition that similarly seeks to learn to detect an object's class based upon as few as one training example. Underlying these approaches is the notion that certain knowledge generalizes across object classes and that information useful in describing one object category is also helpful in representing another. Transfer learning provides a formal mechanism for bootstrapping a detector for a new object class from existing object class learners. Fei-Fei et al. (2003) utilize a constellation model to represent object categories as a collection of parts, each described in terms of appearance and spatial position. Having learned the distribution over model parameters for a set of objects, they treat this distribution as a prior over parameters for a new object class. This prior provides a means for transferring knowledge from the set of learned models. They then use variational Bayesian methods to learn the posterior over shape and appearance for this new class based upon a small set of training examples. Alternatively, Stark et al. (2009) propose a parts-based representation similar to a constellation model to describe object classes entirely in terms of shape information, which they argue is well-suited to transfer to new models. This representation has the advantage that it can be factored on a per-part basis. Given a new object class, the authors demonstrate that this factorization enables them to more efficiently learn the corresponding model from those of known object categories with few training examples. The factorized representation has the added benefit that it allows partial knowledge to be transferred from a set of known object models to a new object class, which supports sharing shape information between possibly disparate object classes.
Meanwhile, considerable effort has been devoted to utilizing vision-based recognition and tracking to facilitate human-robot interaction. While much of this work focuses on person detection, various techniques exist for learning and recognizing inanimate objects in the robot's surround. Of particular relevance are those in which a human partner 'teaches' the objects to the robot, typically by pointing to a particular object and using speech to convey objectspecific information (e.g. color, name) and tasks (Haasch et al. 2005; Breazeal et al. 2004 ). Our work similarly enables human participants to teach objects to the robot, using speech as a means of conveying information. However, in our case, the user identifies objects by indicating their location within images of the scene. In addition, the aforementioned research is limited, at least in implementation, to uncluttered indoor scenes with a small number of objects, whereas we focus on reacquisition in outdoor, semi-structured environments.
Reacquisition methodology
This section presents an overview of our approach to object reacquisition in the context of autonomous mobile manipulation. We introduce the overall system and describe how the incorporation of object reacquisition improves the effectiveness and competency of the robot.
A human-commandable robot for mobile manipulation
Our object reacquisition strategy is motivated by our ongoing development of a robotic forklift ( Figure 1 ) that autonomously manipulates cargo within an outdoor environment under the high-level direction of a human supervisor ). The user conveys task-level commands to the robot that include picking up, transporting, and placing desired palletized cargo from and to truck beds and ground locations. The system supports the user's ability to command the robot with speech and simple pen-based gestures through a handheld tablet interface . For example, the user can identify a specific pallet to pick up or a desired destination by circling the appropriate location within a robot-mounted camera image shown on the tablet (Figure 2 ). The user can also summon the robot to one of several named locations in the environment by speaking through the tablet.
The platform (Figure 1 ) is equipped with four cameras that face forward, backward, to the left, and to the right, several LIDARs, encoders mounted to the two front wheels, an IMU, and a GPS. The system uses GPS for coarse localization (3-5 m) and otherwise relies upon dead reckoning for navigation, obstacle detection, and pallet detection and manipulation. For more information, the reader is referred to the paper by Teller et al. (2010) . As Walter et al. (2010c) discuss in more detail, the system takes as input a single image-space segmentation of a pallet and is capable of autonomously detecting, tracking, and manipulating cargo. After the user circles the desired object in the image, the system infers the corresponding volume of interest in the robot's surroundings based upon known camera calibration. The robot then actively sweeps this volume using a single planar LIDAR mounted with its scan plane parallel to the plane formed by the two lifting forks. Scans culled from the volume of interest are fed into a classification and estimation framework that detects the manipuland's structure and tracks its pose as the robot proceeds with manipulation. In our tests (Walter et al. 2010c) , this system successfully detected and engaged pallets at a rate of 95%.
Increased autonomy through object reacquisition
The system performs the manipulation and navigation tasks autonomously with little effort required on the part of the user, for example, finding and safely engaging the pallet based solely upon a single gesture. Nevertheless, extended tasks such as moving multiple objects previously required that the user specify each object in turn, thus necessitating periodic albeit short intervention throughout. By introducing the ability to reacquire objects of interest in the environment, however, our system allows the user to command the manipulation of multiple objects in rapid succession at the outset, after which the system effectively reconstitutes each gesture and manipulates the corresponding pallet. Thus, the system is able to utilize valuable, yet unobtrusive, segmentation cues from the user to execute extended-duration commands (Walter et al. 2010a ). More generally, a robot's ability to recognize specific objects over extended periods of time enables rich, efficient command mechanisms, in essence by allowing the user to share their world model with the robot. For example, we describe a guided tour scenario in which the user teaches specific objects in the environment to the robot by circling their position in an image from one camera and speaking their label (Walter et al. 2010b ). The system then builds and maintains an appearance model for the named object that is shared across cameras. The system also binds to each object an approximate position (3-5 m precision) and orientation suitable for manipulation based upon the estimated absolute pose of the robot. At a later point in time, the user can command the robot to manipulate an object simply by referring to it by name (e.g. 'bot, pick up the tire pallet'). Tellex et al. (2011) utilize this shared object model as part of a novel language grounding algorithm that is capable of understanding richer natural language instructions. The primary technical challenge for object detection is to achieve a reacquisition capability that operates across sensors and that is sufficiently robust to local clutter and appearance variation to be useful in practice. We show that the incorporation of opportunistically captured multiple views provides robustness to viewpoint and lighting variations.
Through our previous work Walter et al. 2010c) , we have developed the underlying system's ability to interpret high-level commands that dictate navigation and manipulation, and to efficiently use segmentation cues provided by the human operator. The method that we describe in this paper builds upon these capabilities by providing a means of automatically generating these valuable segmentation cues based upon a learned model of a specific object's appearance. The concept is to employ this capability to help close the loop for manipulation by first directing the robot to the object's approximate location and then performing segmentation. As with the original humanin-the-loop system, this segmentation yields the volume of interest on which the pallet detection and tracking algorithm operates.
Our proposed reacquisition system (Figure 3 ) relies on a synergy between the human operator and the robot, with the human providing initial visual cues (thus easing the task of automated object detection and segmentation) and the robot maintaining persistent detection of the indicated objects upon each revisit, even after sensor coverage gaps (thus alleviating the degree of interaction and attention that the human need provide).
Our algorithm maintains visual appearance models of the objects that the user indicates. When the robot returns to the scene, it can still recall, recognize, and act upon the object even when errors and drift in its navigation degrade the precision of its pose estimates. In fact, the algorithm utilizes dead-reckoned pose estimates only to suggest the creation of new appearance models; it uses neither pose information nor data from non-camera sensors for object recognition. The specific guided-tour scenario, however, relies upon the ability to determine the robot's absolute position and heading to within 3-5 m and ±20
• , respectively. These requirements result from the LIDAR-based pallet detection and servoing capabilities, which are most effective when the robot is within this region about the pallet.
Visual appearance for object reacquisition
Our algorithm for maintaining persistent identity of userdesignated objects in the scene is based on creating and updating appearance models that evolve over time. We define a model M i as the visual representation of a particular object i, which consists of a collection of views, M i = {v ij }. We define a view v ij as the appearance of a given object at a single viewpoint and time instant j (i.e., as observed by a camera with a particular pose at a particular moment).
The method constructs object appearance models and their constituent views from 2D constellations of keypoints, where each keypoint consists of an image pixel position and a descriptor that characterizes the local intensity pattern. Our algorithm searches new camera images for each model and produces a list of visibility hypotheses based on visual similarity and geometric consistency of keypoint constellations. New views are automatically added over time as the robot moves; thus the collection of views opportunistically captures variations in object appearance due to changes in viewpoint and illumination.
Model initiation
The algorithm processes each image as it is acquired to detect a set F of keypoint locations and scale-invariant descriptors. We use Lowe's SIFT algorithm for moderate robustness to viewpoint and lighting changes (Lowe 2004 ), but any stable image features may be used. In our application, the user initiates the generation of the first appearance model with a gesture that segments its location in a particular image. Our system creates a new model M i for each indicated object. The set of SIFT keypoints that fall within the gesture in that particular frame form the new model's first view v i1 .
In addition to a feature constellation, each view contains the timestamp of its corresponding image, a unique identifier for the camera that acquired the image, the user's 2D gesture polygon, and the six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) inertial pose estimate of the robot body.
Single-view matching
Single-view matching forms the basis of determining which, if any, models are visible in a given image. Outlined in Algorithm 1, the process searches for instances of each view by matching its feature constellation to those in the image. For a particular view v ij from a particular object model M i , the goal of single-view matching is to produce visibility hypotheses and associated likelihoods of that view's presence and location in a particular image.
As mentioned above, we first extract a set of SIFT features F t from the image captured at time index t. For each view v ij , our algorithm matches the view's set of descriptors F ij with those in the image F t to produce a set of point-pair correspondence candidates C ijt . We evaluate the similarity 
We exhaustively compute all similarity scores and collect in C ijt at most one pair per feature in F ij , subject to a minimum threshold. The Appendix lists this and the other specific parameter settings that were used to evaluate the algorithm in Section 4.
Since many similar-looking objects may exist in a single image, C ijt may contain a significant number of outliers and ambiguous matches. We therefore enforce geometric consistency on the constellation by means of RANSAC (Fischler and Bolles 1981) with a plane projective homography H as the underlying geometric model (Hartley and Zisserman 2004) . Our particular robot employs wide-angle camera lenses that exhibit noticeable radial distortion. Before applying RANSAC, we correct the distortion of the interest points to account for deviations from standard pinhole camera geometry, which enables the application of a direct linear transform to estimate the homography.
At each RANSAC iteration, we select four distinct (undistorted) correspondencesĈ u ijt ∈ C u ijt with which we compute the induced homographyĤ between the current image and the view v ij (line 7). We then apply the homography to all matched points within the current image, re-distort the result, and classify each point as an inlier or outlier according to its distance from its image counterpart and a pre-specified threshold t in pixel units (lines 12 and 13). As the objects are non-planar, we use a loose value for this threshold in practice to accommodate deviations from planarity due to motion parallax.
RANSAC establishes a single best hypothesis for each view v ij that consists of a homography H ijt and a set of inlier correspondencesC ijt ∈ C ijt (Figure 4 ). We assign a confidence value c ijt to the hypothesis, which represents the proportion of inliers to total points in v ij as well as the absolute number of inliers c ijt = |inliers|/( |v ij | min( α|inliers|, 1) (line 17). If the confidence is sufficiently high per a userdefined threshold t c , we output the hypothesis.
Multiple-view reasoning
The above single-view matching procedure may produce a number of match hypotheses per image and does not prohibit detecting different instances of the same object. Each object model possesses one or more distinct views, and it is possible for each view to match at most one location in the image. Our algorithm reasons over these matches and their associated confidence scores to resolve potential ambiguities, thereby producing at most one match for each model and reporting its associated image location and confidence. First, all hypotheses are collected and grouped by object model. To each 'active' model (i.e., a model for which a match hypothesis has been generated), we assign a confidence score equal to that of the most confident view candidate. If this confidence is sufficiently high as specified by a threshold t match c , we consider the model to be visible and report its current location, which is defined as the original 2D gesture region transformed into the current image by the match homography associated with the hypothesis.
Note that while this check ensures that each model matches no more than one location in the image, we do not impose the restriction that a particular image location match at most one model. Indeed, it is possible that running the multiple-view process on different models results in the same image location matching different objects. However, we have not found this to happen in practice, which we believe to be a result of surrounding contextual information captured within the user gestures.
Model augmentation
As the mobile manipulator navigates within the environment, an object's appearance changes due to variations in viewpoint and illumination. Furthermore, the robot makes frequent excursions (for example, moving cargo to another location in the warehouse) that result in extended frame cuts. When the robot returns to the scene, it typically observes objects from a different vantage point. Although SIFT features tolerate moderate appearance variability due to some robustness to scale, rotation, and intensity changes, the feature and constellation matches degenerate with more severe scaling and 3D perspective effects.
To combat this phenomenon and retain consistent object identity over longer time intervals and larger displacements, the algorithm periodically augments each object model by adding new views whenever an object's appearance changes significantly. In this manner, the method opportunistically captures the appearance of each object from multiple viewing angles and distances. This increases the likelihood that new observations will match one or more views with high confidence and, in turn, greatly improves the overall robustness of the reacquisition. Figure 5 depicts views of an object that were automatically added to the model based upon appearance variability.
The multiple-view reasoning signals a positive detection when it determines that a particular model M i is visible in a given image. We examine each of the matching views v ij for that model and consider both the robot's motion and the geometric image-to-image change between the view v j and the associated observation hypotheses. In particular, we evaluate the minimum position change d min = min j p j − p cur between the robot's current position p cur and the position p j associated with view j, along with the minimum 2D geometric change h min = min j scale( H ij ) corresponding to the overall 2D scaling implied by match homography H ij . If both d min and h min exceed pre-specified thresholds, signifying that no current view adequately captures the object's current image scale and pose, then we create a new view for the model M i using the hypothesis with the highest confidence score.
In practice, the system instantiates a new view by generating a 'virtual gesture' that segments the object in the image. SIFT features from the current frame are used to create a new view as described in Section 3.1, and this view is then considered during single-view matching (Section 3.2) and during multiple-view reasoning (Section 3.3).
Experimental results
We conducted two sets of experiments to illustrate and validate our reacquisition algorithm on real data streams collected by our robotic forklift within outdoor environments. The first of these focused on demonstrating the advantages of multiple-view reasoning over single-view matching in temporally local reacquisition; the second was designed to evaluate performance under more challenging conditions that include differences in sensors, illumination, and relative object pose from initial training through reacquisition. The Appendix lists the parameter settings that were used.
Single versus multiple views
Mimicking the scenario outlined in Section 2, we arranged the environment as shown in Figure 6 , with nine pallets, seven on the ground and two on a truck bed. The objects were chosen such that all but one (containing boxes) had a similar-looking counterpart in the scene. The robot moved each of the four objects to another location in the warehouse approximately 50 m away, according to the order indicated in Figure 6 . After transporting each pallet, the forklift returned to within 3m and 20
• of its starting position and heading, respectively. Full-resolution (1,296×964) images from the front-facing camera were recorded at 2 Hz. The overall experiment lasted approximately 12 minutes. We manually annotated each image with a bounding box for each viewed object and used these annotations as ground truth to evaluate performance. Here, a detection is deemed Times shown indicate the duration since the user provided the initial gesture. Note that the object was out of view during the periods between (c) and (d), and (e) and (f), but was reacquired when the robot returned to the scene. Fig. 6 . The setup of the first experiment as viewed from the robot's front-facing camera. The scene includes several similarlooking objects to assess the system's behavior in the presence of appearance ambiguity. positive if the center of the reprojected (virtual) gesture falls within the ground truth bounding box. Figure 7 indicates the detection rate for all four objects as a function of the robot's distance from the location at which the original gesture was made. Note that single-view matching yields recognition rates above 0.6 when the images of Fig. 8 . The number of views comprising the appearance model for each object as a function of time since the original user gestures were made. Gray bands roughly indicate the periods when the objects were not in the camera's field of view. The object numbering matches that in Figure 6 . the scene are acquired within 2 m of the single-view appearance model. Farther away, however, the performance drops off precipitously, mainly due to large variations in scale relative to the original view. On the other hand, multiple-view matching yields recognition rates above 0.8 up to distances of 5.5 m from the point of the original gesture and detections up to nearly 9 m away. The plot shows corresponding recall rates as a function of relative scale, which represents the linear size of the ground truth segmentation at the time of detection relative to its initial size. The improvement in recognition rates at greater distances suggests that augmenting the model with multiple object views facilitates recognition across varying scales and viewpoints. Figure 8 indicates the number of views that comprise each model as a function of time since the original gesture was provided. Object 2, the pallet of tires near the truck's front bumper, was visible at many different scales and viewpoints during the experiment, resulting in a particularly high number of model views. Despite the presence of three similarly looking objects including an adjacent pallet of tires, there were no false positives. The same is true of Objects 3 and 4.
The experiment helps validate the reacquisition method's tolerance to object ambiguity and large changes in viewpoint and scale. It does not, however, examine the effects of illumination variation. The test was conducted on an overcast day with relatively uniform illumination, conditions that are near-ideal for image feature matching. Furthermore, the evaluations do not explore the ability to share models across cameras. The next section presents the results of a set of experiments that evaluate the method's performance under these and other challenging conditions.
Varying view conditions
We consider another, more extensive set of experiments that evaluate the method's robustness to typical conditions that include variations in illumination along with the effects of scene clutter, object ambiguity, and changes in context. The data was acquired over the course of a week at an active, outdoor military storage facility where the robot was operating ( Figure 9 ). The environment consisted of more than 100 closely spaced objects that included washing machines, generators, tires, engines, and trucks, among others. In most cases, objects of the same type with nearly identical appearance were placed less than a meter apart (i.e., well below the accuracy of the robot's absolute position estimate). In addition to clutter, the data sets were chosen for the presence of lighting variation that included global brightness changes, specular illumination, and shadow effects, along with viewpoint changes and motion blur. The data sets are representative of many of the challenges typical to operations in unprepared, outdoor settings.
We structured the experiments to emulate the guided-tour interaction in which the user names and segments objects within an image as the robot drives by them, and later directs the robot to retrieve one or more of the objects by name. A number of conditions can change between the time that the object is first indicated and the time it is reacquired, including the physical sensor (right-facing versus front-facing camera), illumination, object positions within the environment, aspect angle, and scale.
Several video clips collected at 2 Hz were paired with one another in five combinations. Each pair consisted of a short 'tour' clip acquired from the right-facing camera and a longer 'reacquisition' clip acquired from the front-facing camera. Figure 10 shows a few of the images from the five scenarios, including those from the tour and reacquisition phases. Ground truth annotations were manually generated for each image in the reacquisition clips and were used to evaluate performance in terms of precision and recall. We used the metric employed in the PASCAL challenge (Everingham et al. 2010) to deem a detection correct, requiring that the area of the intersection of the detection and ground truth regions exceed a fraction of the area of their union. Table 1 lists the scenarios, their characteristics, and the performance achieved by our algorithm. Possible condition changes between tour and reacquisition clips include 'sensor' (right versus front camera), 'lighting' (illumination and shadows), '3D pose' (scale, standoff, and aspect angle), 'context' (unobserved object relocation with respect to the environment), 'confusers' (objects of similar appearance nearby), and ' t' (intervening hours:minutes). True and false positives are denoted as TP and FP, respectively; 'truth' indicates the total number of ground truth instances; 'frames' is the total number of images; and 'objects' refers to the number of unique object instances that were toured in the scenario. Performance is reported in terms of aggregate precision TP/(TP+FP) and recall TP/truth.
In all five experiments, the method produced few if any false positives as indicated by the high-precision figures. This demonstrates that our approach to modeling an object's appearance variation online does not result in the learner drifting, as often occurs with adaptive learners. We attribute this behavior to the geometric constraints that help to prevent occlusions and clutter from corrupting the appearance models. While the algorithm performs well in this respect, it yields a reduced number of overall detections in the experiments that make up the first scenario. This scenario involved significant viewpoint changes between the initial training phase and the subsequent test session. Training images were collected as the robot moved in a direction parallel to the front face of each object and the user provided the initial training example for each object when it was fronto-parallel to the image. As the robot proceeded forward, only views of the object's front face and one side were available for and added to its appearance model. During the testing phase of the experiment, the robot approached the objects from a range of different angles, many of which included views of unmodeled sides of the object. In these cases, the algorithm was unable to identify a match to the learned model. This, together with saturated images of highly reflective objects resulted in an increased falsenegative rate. While utilizing homography validation as part of the multiple-view matching significantly reduces false matches, it also results in false negatives due to unmodeled 3D effects such as parallax.
We evaluate the relationship between recall rate and the change in scale between an object's initial (scale=1) and subsequent observations. Figure 11 a single object from Scenario 5 in which the context has changed: the object was transported to a different location while nearby objects were moved. Finally, in Figure 13 , we report recall rates for this object, which is visible in each of the scenarios. For the above experiments, we manually injected a gesture for each object during each tour clip (while the robot was stationary) to initiate model learning. We selected a single set of parameters for all scenarios: for single-view matching, the SIFT feature match threshold (dot product) was 0.9 with a maximum of 600 RANSAC iterations and an outlier threshold of 10 pixels; single-view matches with confidence values below 0.1 were discarded. The reasoning module added new views whenever a scale change of at least 1.2 was observed and the robot moved at least 0.5 m. We found that the false-positive rate was insensitive to these settings for the reasoning parameters, which were chosen to effectively trade off object view diversity and model complexity (data size).
Discussion
We have described an algorithm for object instance reacquisition that enables mobile manipulation. The system takes as input a coarse, user-specified object segmentation in a single image from one of the robot's cameras, then builds an appearance model of that object automatically and online. Multiple-view models enable robust, long-term matching with very few false positives despite the presence of drastic visual changes resulting from platform motion, differing sensors, object repositioning, and time-varying illumination. Figure 14 displays a few examples. Each row corresponds to a different object model with the left-most image showing the user segmentation and those to the right the subsequent reacquisitions.
Despite its successes, our approach has several shortcomings. For one, end-to-end performance is limited by the reliability of low-level feature extraction and matching. While SIFT keypoints exhibit robustness to moderate scaling, global brightness changes, and in-plane rotation, they are confounded by more substantial variations due to parallax, lens distortion, and specular reflections (e.g., as seen with the metallic pallet). Longer exposure times under lowlight conditions amplify additive noise and motion blur, further degrading frame-to-frame keypoint consistency; similarly, pixel saturation due to very bright or dark objects (e.g., as observed with the washing machines) reduces contrast and diminishes the number and quality of extracted keypoints. Figure 15 demonstrates several of these failure conditions.
Another limitation of our approach lies in the implicit assumption that observed objects are sufficiently planar that their frame-to-frame transformation is best described by a plane projective homography. This is certainly untrue for most real objects, and while maintaining multiple object views improves robustness to non-planarity, our matching algorithm remains sensitive to drastic parallax, particularly when the original segmentation engulfs scenery distant from (e.g., behind) the object. As we saw with the results from Scenario 1, this planarity assumption increases the rate of false negatives when the algorithm is invoked to recognize objects from viewpoints too different from those used for training. One way to address this is to incorporate 3D information from LIDAR scans or structure-frommotion point clouds into the appearance models, which is a subject of ongoing research. Another strategy would be to relax rigid geometric constraints in favor of more qualitative graph matching.
Our multiple-view representation treats each view as an independent collection of image features and, as a result, the matching process scales linearly with the number of views. We suspect that computational performance can be greatly improved through a bag-of-words representation that utilizes a shared vocabulary tree for fast (sub-linear) matching (Nister and Stewenius 2006) . Robust statistical optimization via iteratively reweighted least squares could also improve the runtime performance and determinism of the approach over RANSAC-based constellation matching.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a one-shot reacquisition algorithm that exploits robot motion to automatically model the adaptive appearance of objects based upon a single, user-provided training example. The algorithm enables a robot to formulate spatially extended, temporally persistent representations of their surround that they can then call on Images that depict failed detections of four toured objects. We have found that our algorithm fails to reacquire objects for which limited contrast due to over-saturation or poor illumination yields few keypoints. This sensitivity is exacerbated when there is a significant variation in illumination between the initial segmentation and the reacquisition phase.
to reacquire objects. This capability enables human users to more effectively and efficiently command robots, as we demonstrate on a mobile manipulation platform.
We offered a detailed analysis of our reacquisition algorithm by evaluating its performance under the challenging conditions that are typical of outdoor, unstructured environments. Our opportunistic image-based approach performed well over a wide range of lighting, scale, and context changes. The results demonstrate that the algorithm offers sufficient robustness to real-world conditions to be usable in practice.
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